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Abstract 
¨ Cognizant of its role in promoting, protecting, and providing access to information

on the history, rich culture and other vital information regarding the City, the Public
Library and Information Center strives to develop its collection through aggressively
collecting materials in print and non-print form. While continuous effort is being
undertaken to acquire Dabawenana materials, it is equally of paramount
importance that management and organization of its collection be undertaken to
achieve maximum utilization of recorded information. The aim of this paper is to
present the usefulness and importance of a syndetic structure for Dabawenana
subject and authority records for the benefit of both its local and foreign users.
Authority files generate cross references that promote used rather than the unused
headings, direct users to related terms, enhance collocation, provide faster and
accurate retrieval capability, and save a great deal of time to catalogers once
the system becomes operational.
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Definitions 
¨ Term syndetic originates from the Greek language

which means to connect
¨ fundamental concept in cataloging and indexing

that is used to connect terminologies, headings, and
entries in catalogs to show their relationships

¨ functions as a retrieval mechanism in databases and
information systems to facilitate access to resources



Examples and Importance 
¨ See and see also cross-references are classic examples of

syndetic structures common in library and information centers
¨ very important in authority control
¨ where variant forms and spellings of people, places, and

things exist, an authority control is usually applied to ensure
uniformity of entries

¨ effective retrieval of information resources extensively
required by researchers and clients of libraries and
information resources





Semantic Relations 





Dabaweñana Collection of the Davao City Public 
Library and Information Center (DCPLIC) 

Location :  

3rd Floor, Sangguniang Panlungsod
Building, San Pedro Street 



Status of the                             Collection 

¤ has remained just a physical collection without any form of
syndetic structure that will facilitate their retrieval and
utilization by users.

¤ Leaving the collection in this sorry state contravenes the very
existence of the Library as it is mandated to be the lead in
agency in promoting, protecting and providing access to the
information needs of researchers regarding Davao City that
are available in both print and non-print sources.



Purpose of the Study 

¨ present a structured 
order of an inchoate 
nature of syndetic 
structure, through an 
authority control 

¨ standard categorization 
might be used in both 
Davao and Philippine 
libraries, and global 
libraries nearly-
representing the 
accurate context of 
Dabaweñana



Research Questions                        
¨ How should the authority record be constructed for 

the use of client and cataloger of Dabaweñana
collection?

¨ What benefit does the Authority File have for the 
client and the cataloger?

¨ How can authority control  contribute to the maximum 
utilization of the Dabaweñana collection?

¨ Why is authority control important for public services?



Methodology 
¨ Authority Control serves as the 

Conceptual Framework
¨ Based on Charles Cutters goal 

for library catalogs
¨ Steps followed: decision on what 

subject or authority heading will 
be adopted since none exists 

¨ Build the structure from scratch 
relying solely on explanatory 
notes provided by the sources 

¨ Establishment of the authoized
subject headings and recording 
it in the authority record for 
consistency 

¨ Include citing sources consulted 
in establishing the heading and 
explanation of terms used 

¨ Include explanatory references 
that explain usage of such 
headings 



Results and Discussion 
¨ Symbol X is used to 

indicate that a see 
reference is to be made 
from the term  that follow 
to the heading above it.

¨ The see also reference 
with a symbol X is also 
used for inverted terms 
that will not be used as 
subject headings. 

¨ TAGAKPAN, BARANGAY
X  Barangay Tagakpan



See also references 

¨ The symbol XX is used 
which means see also 
from as indicated in 
the Dabaweñana list 
below.

¨ BAGOBO
XX  Tagabawa
XX Guiangana
XX Matigsalog
XX Ubos



Explanatory References

¨ provide 
more 
detailed 
guidance 
from the 
sources of 
information

¨ PICHON STREET
X Magallanes Street- Resolution 355  Series 

of 1971 on a Resolution of Councilor
Napoleon B. Nidea changing the name of 
Magallanes Street to Antonio Pichon St., in 
order to give honor and recognition to the 
services of Don Pichon to the development 
and progress of the City.



Sources cited 

¨ Reference : Soria, Estanislao.   Mandaya of 
Southeastern Mindanao.  Kinaadman : A 
Journal of Southeastern Philippines, vol. 1V, 
1982.

Sample Entries Follow



Barangay Names 
BUCANA, BARANGAY

X Barrio Bucana – in 1947, term Barrio Bucana was changed to Barangay 
Bucana pursuant to Presidential Decree no. 557 in 1973 , when 
the 1972 Constitution was ratified

XX BUCANA, BARANGAY



Bodies of Water
DAVAO GULF

X   Taglooc Bay
X  Seno de Davao

Reference: Corsino, Ernesto.  Davao History, c1998.  p. 53. 

DAVAO RIVER 
X Tagloc River –The Moros under Datu Bago were defeated and the Moro 

settlement in banks of Tagloc River (the former name  given by the 
early Bagobos) was conquered.

Gloria, Dabbay in Davao : Its History and Progress, c1988. 



Colleges and Universities 
UNIVERSITY OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION

X Immaculate Conception Institute -The City’s most respected school for girls 
was one of the structures spared by the 1964 fire. It used to be 
situated right beside San Pedro Cathedral. 

X Immaculate Conception College of Davao-1941 to 1992 

Dabbay, Gloria. Davao City : Its History and Progress, c1988.



District Names   
CALINAN 

X CANDAWA – is one of the varied names given to the Calinan of old

X  COLINA – origin of its name that has reference to the existence of a 
small creek named Colina which means “water that changes 
direction”, it receives water from Talomo River 

Veron, Nazario.  History of Calinan : Hulagwaysa Barangay, 1994 p.15. 



District Settlements 
MATINA

X Mati – Mandayan word connoting a land reached by water ebbing and rising
X Matina – Historian Mr. Corsino noted that “ Matinaw” could have been the 

original name used to describe, and shortened by time to the modern 
day Matina

Quintana, Fidel Castro. History of Barangay Matina Crossing 74-A. 
MINTAL 

X Little Nagasaki  - Mintal town was known then as “Little Nagakasi” 
because there were more Japanese residents here than Filipinos.

X Little Tokyo – Presence of many Japanese during the pre-war era.  



Festivals 
KADAYAWAN SA DABAW 

X Apo Duwaling Festival - Apo Duwaling was the original name to the 
now famous KADAYAWAN Festival.   -

Figueora, Tony.  Historia Davaoeña (1)  Mindanao Times, c2001.



Government Buildings 
SANGUNIANG PANLUNGSOD BUILDING

X Davao Provincial Capitol – right in front of San Pedro Street stood the 
Provincial Capitol of Davao, then an undivided province.  Its last 
occupant was Gov. Duterte, Father of the City Mayor and now 
President of the Republic of the Philippines Rodrigo Roa Duterte.  
It is now the Sanguniang Panlungsod. 



Indigenous Peoples 
ATAS

X Ataas
X Itaas
(The Ata also Ataas, Itaas are powerful people of unknown origin who appeared 
to be mixture of Negritos and Malays)

Kadayawan Journal. Ernesto Corcino 1998.
ATAAS.  See ATAS
BAGOBO

XX  Tagabawa
XX Guiangana
XX Matigsalog
XX Ubos

The four are the subgroups of  Bagobo.
Sicam, Leo Rostam.  Bagobo Land. History and Culture.Vol. 1 nol. 1,1989.



Military Camps 
CAMP DOMINGO LEONOR 

X Philippine Constabulary Barracks – the quarters of Spanish and later 
American soldiers in 1920s now called  Camp Domingo Leonor 

Davao Tourism Situationer 2006.



Parks and Public Places

OSMEÑA PARK

X Plaza Oyanguren- Osmena Park once called Plaza Oyanguren sits on 
an area that was once a property until 1917 when the first civil 
Governor convinced the Church authorities  to relinquish its claims 
on that land.  

Figueroa, Tony A. Historia Davaoeña.  Mindanao Times.  3 JE ’01.



Street Names 

CLARO M. RECTO STREET

X Claveria Street- Resolution to rename “ Claveria Street” to “Claro M. 
Recto”

To honor the memory of the late Senator M Recto.
Excerpt from the Minutes of Regular Session of the 
City Council held on Wednesday February 6, 1963.

CLAVERIA STREET see Claro M. Recto Street

CAYETANO BANGOY STREET
X  Ponciano Reyes Street - (Davao Central School was opened early in 1920s 

and was transferred to site along Ponciano Reyes Street now Cayetano
Bangoy Street).  

Reference:   Davao City : Its History and Progress, c1988.



Tribal Groups 

KALAGAN TRIBE
X KAAG – Kalagan means Kaag with the verb derivation of – to inform or 

to warn.  

The Kalagan is a Muslim tribe who were the original settlers of 
the coastal regions which are now named Davao City.  
Mohammed Nicanor Al Hadz.  Deputy Mayor. Kalagan Tribe.









Implications 

Ultimate Goal : 
Provide 
Dabaweñana
researchers and 
enthusiasts with 
enough access to 
resources, giving 
pride to the 
recorded 
information of the 
colorful and 
progressive 
Davao. 

¨ Essential tool that promotes good information 
retrieval

¨ Cataloger is assured that proper forms and 
references are the right ones

¨ Functional libraries must use this structure to 
enhance effectiveness in the management and 
organization of Dabaweñana

¨ Future researches will focus on: coping with 
technological advances, comprehensive structure, 
further evaluation is needed 



Madayaw Dabaw! 


